Laser Cut Metal Details Transform a Healthcare Facility in Texas
Móz Designs Showcases Material Expertise and Versatility in Latest Project

(Oakland, CA) May 2020 - Móz Designs recently completed the striking metal elements at Texas Health Resources designed by HKS Dallas. Móz fabricated 80 metal panels for the project totaling 2,000 square feet of 3/16” aluminum in their Laser Cut Deco pattern in Classic Light Champagne with a Fog grain and polycoat matte finish.

The versatile panels were used as a feature wall behind the main reception desk, dividers to separate desks, and as a divider to distinguish the family lounge from the patient rooms. The airy Laser Cut pattern adds visual intrigue to the space, allowing light and air to flow throughout. The Laser Cut dividers are unique in that they create visual separation of the space while also providing both privacy and safety.

Metal is the ideal product for healthcare facilities as it is a durable, low maintenance and easy-to-clean solution that will last for years to come—especially when combined with a timeless pattern and application.
About Móz Designs

Metals + Architectural Products

Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and room dividers in Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, entertainment and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. Móz’s innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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